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The activities of NORISKO ENVIRONNEMENT are dedicated exclusively to environmental consultancy
studies. We offer our services to all industries who are unable to combat their environmental pollution
problems themselves; technical studies aimed towards reducing pollution impact on the atmosphere, ground
water pollution analysis, impact studies, risk / danger analysis, pollution clearance. ...... With the help of the
vast commercial network of the NORISKO group (70 agencies established all around in France), we have
undertaken the challenge to offer unrivalled and flexible services in collaboration with small teams established
in each region.
Three main reasons have convinced us of the major role played by numerical modeling in solving
environmental pollution problems. Firstly: the French pollution laws are now more often accepting the
computed results to decide preventive measures. Secondly: our customers have understood the financial
benefits of using numerical modeling to optimize the preventive measures rather than using the expensive
& risky methods of installing security measures with an approximate safety margin without a real
knowledge of the extent of risks involved. Finally, we are also convinced that a numerical simulation is a
good exercise if it is analyzed by an experienced environmental consultant capable of judging the results
which will aid in the acquisition of requisite tools rather than just subcontracting the studies. NORISKO
ENVIRONMENT has thus looked towards developing a high degree of technical competence in order to
answer the administration needs & at the same time defend the interests of our clients to the best of our
capacity.
In order to face the multiple complexities of the situations encountered, we decided to invest in a range of
technically complete numerical tools: PANEPR for dispersion of toxic gases, PANFIRE for simulation of fires
& finally ASSESSRISK for risk evaluation on complex petrochemical sites. Our choice of supplier was
automatically TRANSOFT who is the only developer capable of providing us excellent quality tools covering
all these aspects. Moreover, we permit ourselves to specially emphasize the efforts put in by TRANSOFT in
training our consultants to master all the features of their products purchased by us & congratulate it’s
excellent ambassadorial quality.
With the aid of these new tools & a team specialized in new risk analysis methods (probabilistic methods,
danger quantification by simulation....), NORISKO ENVIRONMENT is now fully equipped to face
confidently the challenges presented by the Environmental Consultancies Studies Sector.

